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Architectural Series

Tourmaline Basalt Lazurite Hematite

Signature Series

Ivory Mist Evergreen Midnight Breeze Blue Pacific Coast

Caribbean Coast Riviera Coast Tahoe Coast Nightfall

Treasure Series
The addition of color-coated glass in these three colors 
creates a prismatic dimension that sets it apart. The recycled 
glass is a truly “green” material and the color coating process 
has a worldwide patent. The glass creates a sparkle and star 
like appearance that no other material can match.
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Primera Stone® Blue Pacic Coast

Primera Stone® Sapphire Treasure

Primera Stone
® Azure Treasure

Primera Stone
® Ivory Mist

You can expect the color of the water to vary depending on a variety of influences such as the position of the sun, whether the day is sunny or overcast, the pool design, the landscaping around the pool  and the pool depth. Water color is 
considered to be subjective and your watercolor will be unique to your pool and its surroundings. Product samples may vary from printed samples. Finish color and consistency may differ due to variations in natural materials, plastering 
techniques and pool water chemistry. Ask your contractor for a product sample. It is recommended that  you view several pools when making a choice on a WetEdge pool finish. Some WetEdge Pool Finishes contain shell blend or moon dust techniques and pool water chemistry. Ask your contractor for a product sample. It is recommended that  you view several pools when making a choice on a WetEdge pool finish. Some WetEdge Pool Finishes contain shell blend or moon dust 
which are crushed abalone and mother of pearl shells. Because of the unique composition of these shells they are not guaranteed from long-term breakdown of loss of color due to pool water chemistry.
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